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Organiza�on

Prerequisites

Introduc�on to Computer Vision

History of Computer Vision
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Today’s Lecture

1D Transforma�ons

Primi�ves and Transforma�ons

Homogeneous Coordinates

Points, Lines and Planes

2D Transforma�ons

Homography Es�ma�on
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1D Transforma�ons
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1D Transforma�ons

Original picture

Euclidean Transforma�on: Transla�on by 

Matrix vector representa�on: 

Invariant: Distances (Lengths)

Similarity Tranforma�on: Transla�on by , Scale with 

Matrix vector representa�on: 



Invariant: Ra�o of differences  
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The Projec�ve Line (Projec�ve 1D Space)

Embedding of the projec�ve line  in 

A point in  is represented by a vector in 

Each vector in  is a representa�ve of an equivalence class that defines a point in

 describes a point at infinity (vanishing point)
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Homogeneous Representa�on of 1D Transforma�ons

Euclidean transforma�on: Transla�on by 

non homogeneous: , homogeneous: 

Similarity transforma�on: Transla�on by , Scale with 

non homogeneous: , homogeneous: 

General form of homogeneous (projec�ve) transforma�on matrices  in 1D:
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1D Projec�ve transforma�ons

In  it holds
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Point at Infinity (Vanishing Point)

In  it holds
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Projec�ve 1D Geometry

Homogeneous points in 1D: 

Point transforma�ons in 1D:  (3 DOF)

The cross-ra�o

 with det

remains invariant under projec�ve mappings:
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Tjaden, H.; Schwanecke, U.; Stein, F. A.; Schömer; E: High-Speed and Robust Monocular Tracking; 10th Interna�onal Joint Conference on Computer
Vision, Imaging and Computer Graphics Theory and Applica�ons (VISIGRAP), March 11-14, 2015

Cross Ra�o Applica�on Example
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Primi�ves and Transforma�ons
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Points

Points in 1D/2D/3D can be wri�en in inhomogeneous coordinates as

or or

or in homogenous coordinates as

or or

where  is called projec�ve space. Homogeneous vectors that differ



only by scale are considered equivalent and define an equivalence class, thus
homogeneous vectors are defined only up to scale.
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Points

An inhomogeneous vector  is converted to a homogeneous vector  as follows

or or

with the augmented vector . To convert in opposite direc�on one has to divide by :



Homogeneous points whose last element is  can’t be represented with
inhomogeneous coordinates. They are called ideal points or points at infinity.
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Example: 2D Points

Homogeneous Vector

Augmented Vector

Inhomogeneous 
Coordinates

Homogeneous 
Coordinates
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2D Lines

2D lines can also be expressed using homogeneous coordinates 

We can normalize  so that  with . In this case,
 is the normal vector perpendicular to the line and  is its distance to the origin.

An excep�on it the line at infinity  which passes through all ideal
points.
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Cross Product

The cross product can be writen as the product of a skew-symmetric matrix and a vector:

skew-symmetric matrix , i.e.  

with

 maps to the subspace that is perpendicular to 

The null vector of  is  itself, i.e.   and 

Repeated vector products:  and



For  it holds 
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Intersec�on of two 2D Lines

In homogeneous coordinates, the intersec�on of two lines is given by
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Line joining two points

In homogeneous coordinates, the line joining two points is also given by
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Vanishing Points and the Vanishing Line

The intersec�on of parallel lines  and  are points at
infinity (vanishing points)

Vanishing points: 

Vanishing line: 

An alterna�ve defini�on of  is 
Note that  does not dis�nguish between vanishing points and other points
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To every proposi�on of two-dimensional projec�ve geometry exists a dual proposi�on
which is obtained by interchanging the role of points and lines in the original

proposi�on.

Duality

The duality principle:

- For example, dual are
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Transla�on (2 DoF):

2D Transla�on of the Input

2D Transforma�ons

Using homogeneous representa�ons allows
to easily chain/invert transforma�ons

Augmented vectors  can always be replaced by general homogeneous vectors 
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Euclidean (Ridig, 3 DoF):

2D Transla�on + 2D Rota�on

2D Transforma�ons

 is an orthonormal matrix with
 and det  (rota�on matrix)

Euclidean transforma�ons preserve Euclidean distances and angles
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Similarity (4 DoF):

2D Transla�on + Scaled 2D Rota�on

2D Transforma�ons

 is rota�on matrix and  an
arbitrary scale factor

Similarity transforma�ons preserve angles
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Affine (6 DoF):

2D Linear Transforma�on

2D Transforma�ons

 is an arbitrary  matrix

Parallel lines remain parallel under affine transforma�ons
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Perspec�ve (Homography, 8 DoF):

2D Linear Transforma�on

2D Transforma�ons

 is an arbitrary homogeneous
 matrix (i.e. specified only up to scale)

Perspec�ve transforma�ons preserve straight lines
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Example: Mapping between planes

A central projec�on of on plane onto another can be represented by a homography,
i.e. 
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Example: Removal of Projec�ve Distor�ons

The transforma�on that maps points from a known plane to their current (true)
coordinates removes the projec�ve distor�on for all points of the same plane
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Direct Linear Transforma�on for Homography Es�ma�on

Es�mate a homography from a set of 2D correspondences:

Let  denote a set of  2D-to-2D correspondences related by 

As the correspondence vectors are homogeneous, they have the same direc�on but

may differ in magnitude. Thus the correspondences are related by 

Using  to denote the ’th row of , this can be rewri�en as a linear equa�on in :

The last row is linearly dependent (up to scale) on the first two and can be dropped.
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Direct Linear Transforma�on for Homography Es�ma�on

Each point correspondence yields two equa�ons. Stacking all equa�ons into a 
dimensional matrix  leads to the following constrained least squares problem

argmin

argmin

 can be fixed to  as  is homogeneous (defined up to scale) and the trivial

solu�on  is not of interest

The solu�on to this op�miza�on problem is the singular vector corresponding to the
smallest singular value of  (the last column of  when decomposing )

The resul�ng algorithm is called Direct Linear Transforma�on
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Image S�tching

[M. Brown, D. Lowe, Recognising Panoramas, ICCV 2003]

Perspec�ve Distor�on Correc�on

Applica�ons
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2D Transforma�ons on Co-Vectors

If a point  is transformed by a perspec�ve 2D transforma�on  as

for a transformed 2D line it must hold

and therefore

Thus, the ac�on of a projec�ve transforma�on on a co-vector such as a 2D line or 3D
plane can be represented by the transposed inverse of the matrix.
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Overview of 2D Transforma�ons

Transforma�on Matrix # DOF Preserves

transla�on 2 orienta�on

rigid (Euclidean) 3 length

similarity 4 angles

affine 6 parallelism

projec�ve 8 straight lines

Transforma�ons form nested set of groups (closed under composi�on, inverse)

 matrices are extended with a third  row for homogeneous transforms
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Effect of 2D Transforma�ons on the Vanishing Line

Affine transforma�on

Vanishing line remains at infinity

Points moving on the vanishing line

Projec�ve transforma�ons

Vanishing line becomes finite

Vanishing points (horizon) can be observed
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Applying a (projec�ve) Mapping  to an Image 

Source-to-Target Mapping
For each point (pixel)  in the source image , calculate the transformed posi�on

 in the target image 

Transformed posi�ons usually do not fall on grid points

Not all elements in the target image are hit exactly ones
Gaps can occur (enlargement) or informa�on is lost (several target pixels are “hit” by the same source pixel)
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Applying a (projec�ve) Mapping  to an Image 

Target-to-Source Mapping
For each point (pixel)  in the target image , calculate the corresponding posi�on

 in the source image 

Interpolate the corresponding intensi�es 
All pixel values of the target image are evaluated exactly once

To apply  on the image  you need 

def transform_image(s_img, H):
    """ s_img : source image
        H     : (projective) mapping """
    h, w = s_img.shape
    t_img = np.zeros((h,w)) # make empty target image
    for t_pos in product(range(h), range(w)):
        s_pos =  np.linalg.inv(H) @ np.array(t_pos+(1,))
        t_img.item(t_pos) = interpolate_value(s_img, s_pos)
    return t_img
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Aliasing when Applying (Projec�ve) Mappings to Images

When applying (projec�ve) mappings to images e.g. the (u, v) coordinates of the
original image I has to be rounded, to calculate the corresponding gray values

Rounding leads to (unwanted) step effects (aliasing)
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Next Lecture
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3D Planes

3D planes can also be represented with homogeneous coordinates  as
it holds

As for 2D lines  can be normalized so that ,

 is the normal for the plane and  its distance to the origin



An excep�on is the plane at infinity  which passes through all ideal
points (=points at infinity) for which 
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Overview of 3D Transforma�ons

Transforma�on Matrix # DOF Preserves

transla�on 3 orienta�on

rigid (Euclidean) 6 length

similarity 7 angles

affine 12 parallelism

projec�ve 15 straight lines

3D transforma�ons are defined analogously to 2D transforma�ons

 matrices are extended with a fourth  row for homogeneous transforms
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Quiz
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Vector Stuff

When are two vectors  and  perpendicular?

A: If . B: If .

C: If . D: If .
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2D Lines and Points Stuff

Give the homogenous vector for line through the points  and .

A: B: 

C: D: 
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2D Lines and Points Stuff

Give the homogenous vector for the intersec�on of the lines  and
.

A: B: 

C: D: 
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Transforma�on Stuff

A point is transformed by . What is the proper transforma�on for lines?



A: B: 

C: D: 
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